Initial Call For Abstracts

BMB/CMB/MCIN SPRING POSTER SYMPOSIUM
Friday, Feb 23, 2018
3:00 pm-6:00pm
Lory Student Center Ballroom 350, CD

Any research in the broad areas of Biochemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology, Neuroscience or Microbiology completed at Colorado State University is appropriate for presentation. Abstracts should be submitted via email as a PDF to CMB@ColoState.Edu no later than 5:00 pm on Friday, February 2, 2018.

All students or postdocs with an accepted abstract will be invited to present their posters*** between 3:00pm and 6:00pm. Cash awards will be given for the best poster presentations.

CMB students in their 3rd year and above are required to present a poster***. CMB 2nd year students are encouraged to present a poster***.

All accepted abstracts will be compiled into a PDF file that will be distributed through email. Files must be submitted as an email pdf attachment, saved exactly as:

2018PS_(Primary Dept or Program)_Name: Last, Name: First_(Secondary Dept or Program)_(Third Dept or Program).

Example: 2018PS_CMB_Last, First_BMB_MCIN

For more information contact Tiffany.Weir@ColoState.Edu or Charlene.Spencer@ColoState.Edu

Abstract Guidelines:
* Must be typed using 12-point Arial font.
* Use single space and 1 inch margins.
* Include a title (capitalize the first letter of each word), all authors with presenting author listed first, and authors department affiliations (first author should indicate if they are a graduate student or post-doc).
* Format into subsections, using the 2018PS Word Template: Objectives, Experimental Design or Methods, Results, and Conclusions.
* Limit text to 350 words, excluding title, authors, and affiliation, maximum of 1 page total.

*** MAXIMUM POSTER SIZE: 4 ft x 4 ft

Light refreshments will be served starting at 3:00 pm.